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The Collections



Natumo 010

Natumo 010 is inspired by elegance of the natural world, and 
is thus timeless and beautiful. The repetitive forms of a scale 
reflects on this astonishing and unique tile. Gentle, organic 
curves alternate with strong contours harmoniously, 
following the rhythm of the overlapping layers of this 
specially crafted object.

Rhythm of the scale



Natumo 010

 From the smallest cells to the crown of the trees, we 
discover rules, repetitions, patterns which always impress us 

to create timeless and beautiful designs. We bring the 
harmony of nature into your home.

The harmony of nature





Natumo 021

The Natumo 021 celebrates the nature collection’s form 
language. With a minimalistic yet rich look, the design and 
proportions reflect the unmistakeable style of a Cavaril tile.

Solid flora



Natumo 021

The ever-changing sunlight makes this delightful tile outstanding.
 The unique and contemporary look, and the overall rhythm of 

the wall is created by the triangles’ play of light and shadow.

Light and Shadow 





Clamo 026

Clamo 026 was inspired by the eternal and elemental form 
of architecture, the arch. It is the most beautiful example of 
man-made shapes and we have redefined it to 
a new level of beauty.

Stunning and refined



Clamo 026

Mesmerizing details

Just stand and contemplate. 
The richness of the details make the Clamo 026 so stunning 

and mesmerizing. We can dive into the form for a long time and 
always explore a new aspect of this tile, as we do with a 

sculpture on a historical building.





Clamo 048

The cleanest and most authentic form of the fluting is 
represented on the Clamo 048 tiles. Charismatic and 
distinguished, and at the same time providing a calm and 
elegant backdrop to your life.

Calm aesthetic



Clamo 048

Beauty in the details

Take a closer look and you can find the delicate 
details of this timeless piece of our classic collection. 

The tactile shape is inviting us to touch and feel the smooth 
concrete surface.





Clamo 042

The Clamo 042 is dignifying and sophisticated like an antique 
building. It is evoking one of the most beautiful elements of 
classical architecture, the rhythm of fluting, in a contemporary 
form. It is not ostentatious, or loud, but calm and elegant.

Beauty of fluting



Clamo 042

Play with the rythm

The slant edges and trims of the linear tiles 
give an unusual and unique rhythm to the pattern. 

You can make infinite variations with the use of the slant 
contours of the tile.





Geomo 011

Geomo 011 is the smallest yet most detailed piece of our 
collection. The perfectly angled facets are guaranteed to give 
the wall a vibrant, glimmering look. Geomo 011 is simply a 
feast for the eyes.

A thousand shades of reflection



Geomo 011

Crystallized beauty

Gemstones are one of the earliest and most astonishing objects 
of wonder. We have been fascinated by the art of lapidary, 

the act of shaping minerals into man-made forms.





Pick your favourite colour for 
your tile

All of our collection is available in every shade of the 
continuously refreshed Cavaril colour palette. You can choose 

the one, that perfectly matches with your ideas.



Timelessness is on our minds 
during every step of our process. From sketching to 

colouring, we are thinking about the future. 
All of our through-body tiles are entirely composed 

of the same material and colour, from the top 
surface all the way through, so you can be sure that 

scratches and everyday wear and tear will not ruin 
the overall look of the wall.

Timeless colour



New colours arrived! 

The Earth Tone Collection 



medium mauve

cold white

light blue

cold grey

night blue

pastel green

anthracite

dark green

light mauve

Cavaril Selection

Earth tone Collection

pale ochre

warm gold terracotta

warm white

medium sand

light terracotta
Bespoke colours

Unlike traditional tiles, we can create almost any colour thanks to our unique 
manufacturing technology. Complete your interior design with a customized 
wall that will blend harmoniously with the most refined architectural 

choices, creating the perfect match of colours.

For more information please contact the Cavaril Team:      info@cavaril.com



Dimensions

97 x 227 x 30 mm

Dimensions

215 x 150 x 27 mm

Dimensions

485 x 82 x 32 mm

Natumo 010

Natumo 021

Clamo 048

Amount

Amount

Amount

Weight

Weight

Weight

Package

Package

Package

Colour

Colour

Colour

Production

Production

Production

66 pieces / square meter

59 pieces / square meter

26 pieces / square meter

1 piece: 0.6 kg 1 m²: 39.6 kg

1 piece: 0.55 kg 1 m²: 32.45 kg

1 piece: 1.2 kg 1 m²: 31.2 kg

amount / package: 12 pieces weight / package: 7.2 kg

amount / package: 12 pieces weight / package: 6.6kg

amount / package: 8 pieces weight / package: 9,6 kg

Available in every color of our palette.

Available in every color of our palette.

Available in every color of our palette.

material: fine concrete method: industrial - artisan

material: fine concrete method: industrial - artisan

material: fine concrete method: industrial - artisan

Dimensions

420 x 50 x 25 mm

Dimensions

104 x 120 x 20 mm

Clamo 042

Geomo 011

Amount

Amount

Weight

Weight

Package

Package

Colour

Colour

Production

Production

52 pieces / square meter

106 piece / square meter

1 piece: 0.6 kg 1 m²: 31.2 kg

1 piece: 0,3 kg 1 m²: 31,8 kg

amount / package: 15 pieces weight / package: 9 kg

amount / package: 40 piece weight / package: 12 kg

Available in every color of our palette.

Available in every color of our palette.

material: fine concrete method: industrial - artisan

material: fine concrete method: industrial - artisan

Dimensions

256 x 295 x 27 mm

Clamo 026

Amount

Weight

Package

Colour

Production

26 pieces / square meter

1 piece: 1.6 kg 1 m²: 41.6 kg

amount / package: 8 pieces weight / package: 12.8 kg

Available in every color of our palette.

material: fine concrete method: industrial - artisan
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